On the Cover
"Dancers on Dune" by Lee Marmon, 1962. A line of five dancers standing on the edge of a sand dune in buffalo dancer and traditional dress. Lee Marmon is a Native American photographer and author known for his black-and-white, photographic representations of Native peoples that affirm Native memory and presence through portraits, landscapes, and Native ceremonies. Warners is a member of the Laguna Pueblo Indian tribe in New Mexico.

Learning never stops at the Peabody, and so we hope it doesn’t for you either! This month, we took a deeper dive into a favorite photo, giant ground sloth anatomy, and the art of stop-motion video.

We also have another update on how our crafty friends are using the old storage drawers from the reboxing project. Stay well!

More info

UPCOMING EVENTS

Massachusetts Archaeological Society
May 22

Monthly Meeting: Cancelled until further notice

Notification on when meetings will begin again will be given, most likely for the start of the new season in September. Stay tuned everyone!

MORE INFO

TRENDING NOW

• Check out the Peabody’s new Youtube series and videos here!

• Through April, all but the latest issue of the Massachusetts Archaeological Society Bulletin are available to read for free online. Read it all here!
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